
Optional features
Coppertop compression connectors

Coppertop compression connectors (aluminum sleeve welded to 
a copper spade) provide a high conductivity material in a bolted 
connection and are compatible with aluminum or copper conductors.

All copper current path 

Full copper current carrying path and 900 A rating can be obtained 
by specifying a coppertop compression connector, copper stud and 
copper insulating plug.

Shear bolt connector (optional)

Bolted cable lug is fitted with stepless bolts, which shear off when 
optimum contact force has been reached. Provides electrical 
continuity for copper and aluminum conductors while eliminating 
need for dies and compression tools. 

Figure 1. BOL-T Cutaway illustrates design features.

otee:N Dimensions given are for reference only.

SEMI-CONDUCTING SHIELD
Precision molded peroxide-cured  
semi-conducting shield provides  
ground shield continuity and meets the  
requirements of IEEE Std 592™-2007  
standard.

COMPRESSION CONNECTOR 
(Compression Connector  
pictured)
Aluminum compression  
connector is sized to ensure a 
cool running connector with 
maximum current transfer. 
Shear bolt connector 
description below.

12.5 "
(318 mm)

9.6"
(244 mm)

EPDM INSULATION 
High quality peroxide-cured 
EPDM Insulation is mixed 
and formulated in-house for 
complete control of raw  
rubber characteristics.

CABLE ADAPTER 
Molded cable adapter, sized to fit cable 
insulation diameters from 0.640 inch to 
1.965 inches (16.3 to 49.9 mm), provides 
stress relief for the terminated cable.

CAPACITIVE TEST POINT 
Optional capacitive test point on  
molded T-body with snap-on cap  
provides a shielded, hotstick operable 
means to determine circuit condition 
when used with high impedance voltage 
sensing devices designed for capacitive 
test points, and a place to mount Eaton's 
Cooper Power series TPR faulted circuit  
indicators.

DRAIN WIRE TAB
Drain wire tab provides 
a convenient point to 
connect a drain wire to 
ensure grounding of the 
connector shield.

SEMI-CONDUCTING INSERT 
Molded semi-conducting peroxide-cured 
insert provides corona-free electrostatic 
shielding of the compression connector.

INSULATING PLUG
Molded epoxy insulating plug provides 
excellent electrical, thermal and mechanical 
reliability.

INSULATING PLUG CAP
Semi-conducting rubber cap fits over 
insulating plug test point for water-
proof seal and deadfront shielding.

HEX HEAD
One-inch hex head  
is used to tighten the 
connection.

T-BODY 
Molded T-body adapts  
to all cable sizes and  
provides a deadfront shield-
ed connection.

Figure 2. Shear bolt connector.
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